
Data Fusion and Parameter Estimation Using
Qualitative Models : The Qualitative Kalman Filter

Abstract : Most sensor based systems employ a large
variety of sensors to obtain information. How the in-
formation obtained from different sensing devices is
combined to form a description of the system is the
sensor fusion problem. Most statistical sensor fusion
systems use differential equations to inter-relate the
values of sensor observations and system parameters .
In this paper, we investigate model-based parameter
estimation for noisy processes when the process mod-
els are incomplete or imprecise. The underlying rep-
resentation of our models is qualitative in the sense of
Qualitative Reasoning (QR) and Qualitative Physics
from the Artificial Intelligence literature . We adopt
a specific qualitative representation, namely that ad-
vocated by Kuipers [13], in which a well defined math-
ematical description of a qualitative model is given in
terms of operations on (possibly unbounded) intervals
of the reals.
This paper overviews a theory for fusion of noisy

observations of a stochastic system when qualitative
models of the system processes and sensor observa-
tions are employed . The interested reader is referred
elsewhere [18] for a more detailed exposition . We
demonstrate our theory using real data from a mo-
bile robot application which utilises sonar and laser
time-of-flight and gyroscope information to dissemin-
ate surface curvature.

1 INTRODUCTION
The relationships between sensory information in data
fusion systems is often in the form of quantitative,
algebraic models and in practise parameter estima-
tion systems incorporating such models suffer numer-
ous problems. For example, complex models can be
unwieldy, the interpretation of sensor output might
require detailed knowledge of the physics of the sens-
ing process (5] or extensive sensor calibration might
be required [16] . Further, a sufficient representation
of imprecision must be included to cater for unmod-
elled or non-determinable components such as tem-
perature changes or hysteresis effects in sensor com-
ponents (3,11] .
The Kalman filter [2] is perhaps the most popular
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model-based approach to data fusion . It maintains an
estimate of the "mean" of a state vector and its "cov-
ariance" with respect to the true state. It uses algeb-
raic differential models which are hardly ever accurate
descriptions of the environment at this level of preci-
sion and apart from a few simple cases (for example,
when the modelling error is known to be constant [7])
analytical solutions to modelling inaccuracies are cum-
bersome, massively under confident or mathematically
intractable . The alternatives are to mask the defi-
ciencies of the process model by introducing fictitious
noise inputs (in effect, blurring the estimates further),
over weighting the most recent data (limited memory
filtering) or by adaptive noise estimation using ob-
servation and estimation residuals (11] . These meth-
ods require adjustment for each application by exper-
imentation and are therefore fragile. We believe that
the process model itself should reflect the imprecision
when information is incomplete and to this end, we
explore an alternative modelling representation, the
qualitative model, in which the imprecision of the mod-
els and the uncertainty due to noisy observations are
treated separately. The statistical noise uncertainty
description is layered on top of an interval-based sys-
tematic error description of the domain model.
A Qualitative representation describes model para-

meters as intervals on the reals and process and ob-
servation models are described by qualitative differ-
ential equations (QDE) . For example, the linguistic
statement "to the left" may be represented as a range
of possible bearings (0, 2) radians and the statement
"monotonic increasing function of y and x" would be
the set of functions for y whose derivative with re-
spect to x lies in (0, oo) . Smaller intervals may be used
where more detailed information is available. For ex-
ample, when the zero return from a gyroscope sensor
subject to drift is guaranteed to correspond to a true
value within (-0.01, 0.01) rads per sec or numeric en-
velopes bound the functional relationship between x
and
Ideally, we seek to utilise all the information avail-

able whether it is incomplete, imprecise or uncertain
while maintaining an accurate estimate of state. In

y.



Figure 1: Servo-mounted sonar and gyroscope
system .

this paper, we describe the Qualitative filterfor qualit-
ative estimation and sensor fusion, which uses abstract
(as opposed to approximate) process and observation
models to maintain a qualitative measure of the para-
meter values while utilising the abstraction properties
of the Kalman filter : namely, its ability to maintain
an estimate of mean and variance irrespective of the
exact form of the underlying noise probability density
distributions .
In Section 2, we introduce the requirements for a

qualitative data fusion framework with an example
drawn from the robot sensing domain . In Section 3,
we describe the conditions for unbiased estimation us-
ing oo-norm opinion pool methods in conjunction with
Dempster-Shafer mass values . We introduce mass as-
signment functions for mean estimators (analogous to
the Kalman filter) and median estimators (for robust-
ness). We develop the oo-norm Dempster-Shafer the-
ory and subsequently derive expressions for the filter
prediction and update phases . Finally, in Section 4,
we demonstrate the Qualitative filter with real data
obtained in the robot sensing domain .

2 THE ROBOT SENSING DOMAIN
The sensors we investigate (sonar, laser time-of-flight)
offer a 2-D view of the environment (1-D signal
propagation and 1-D rotation of sensor head) . There-
fore, the robot identifies features through the intersec-
tion of a plane with the environment and Leonard [14]
shows that feature curvature is a good discriminant
in such circumstances. Hoffman (10] contemplates
encoding shape by curvature and concludes that a
qualitative description of curvature suffices to cap-
ture the essential discriminants of the environment.
However, since curvature is a second order derivative
it is noisy [1] .
In this section, we investigate how qualitative in-

formation about curvature can be computed and we
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demonstrate how a mobile robot, equipped with a
sonar tracking sensor, a laser time-of-flight range
sensor and a gyroscope (see Figure 1) can distin-
guish feature curvature using qualitative models inter-
relating its sensor cues 1 . In later sections, we will
investigate the problem of noise filtering using qual-
itative models . In Figure 2, the robot (indicated by

Figure 2: System Geometry.

,ni) passes in front of a curved surface (shaded). For
specular (i .e . mirror-like) surfaces the robot sees only
the reflection normal to the surface (i .e p = 0) [12,14].
The robot tracks the feature by following this normal
reflection (see Figure 3) . If the sonar (indicated by 0
in Figure 2) turns with rate ¢ while tracking a beacon
with curvature f lying a distance R from the robot
and at a bearing 0 relative to the forward motion of
the robot then [19] :

~(r + R) = -1R tan B .

The robot is able to determine the surface curvature
r of a feature in the environment by fusing qualitative
information about tan 0, R and ¢. Table 1 shows qual-
itative behaviours consistent with Equation (1) 2 . To
illustrate the interpretation of this table consider the
first entry in conjunction with the convex surface de-
picted in Figure 3. When the feature lies left-frontal
(i .e . Qmag(tan(B))=+) and the range R is decreas-
ing (i .e . Qdir(R)=-) and the gyro is turning anti-
clockwise (i .e . Qdir(O)=+) then the feature must
be a convex surface (i .e . Qmag(--,,)=+). This table
can be constructed from Equation (1) using qualitat-
ive knowledge of the quantitative algebraic building
blocks [13,20]. For example, qualitative multiplica-
tion Qmult : [Qmag(A) = +] A [Qmag(B) = +] =;~
[Qmult(A, B) = +] or qualitative negation Qminus:
[Qmag(A) = +] =:, [Qminus(A) = -] . As is evident

I This section builds on work presented elsewhere (20] .
2The qualitative magnitude and derivative operators are :

Qmag(X)

	

=

	

sign(X) g (-oo, oo)
Qdir(X)

	

=

	

sign(X) g (-oo, oc) .



Convex

	

Close-Concave (Irk > R)

Table 1 : Curvature inferred from sonar and
gyroscope cues.

from Table 1, however, the sonar/gyroscope combin-
ation is unable to disambiguate curvature types when
R + r > 0 (i .e . when R tan e < 0) : sonar cues for
far-concave surfaces exhibit identical qualitative beha-
viour to convex surface cues (see Figure 3) . For spec-
ular objects the robot is unable to gain any further
information by scanning the object using the sonar
sensor . However, we may overcome this problem us-
ing a laser time-of-flight sensor in conjunction with
the sonar sensors. Since the wavelength of laser light
(typically 800nm) is significantly shorter than that
of ultra-sound (typically 0 .5cm), imperfections in the
surface cause the laser signal to scatter back towards
the sensor for any incident angle u. The qualitative
behaviour of range against bearing for a complete scan
of the surface using laser light is able to disambiguate
far-concave and convex surfaces when R + r > 0. To
see this, if ju is the reflectance angle of the laser signal
relative to the feature normal (see Figure 2), then it
can be shown that :
z

	

r
= Rtan (11)2 + R [1 + tan(p)2] i l +

r cos ~a,

Since for all scenarios R, tang p and cosp are posit-
ive, then we can see that when r + R > 0. eam < 0
if and only if the surface is concave (r < 0) . Thus,
when R+ r > 0, the laser is able to resolve the ambi-
guity in the sonar qualitative model. However, using
qualitative information alone, the laser is unable to
disambiguate planar and convex surfaces . Hence, we
must use the sonar and laser sensors together to de-
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Far-Concave (Irl < R)

	

Planar

Close-concave behaviour is observed when theFigure 3: Normal incidence reflection behaviour.
robot moves between a concave surface and the focal point F of the surface.

Table 2 : Curvature inferred from sonar, gyro-
scope and laser cues.

termine the surface curvature. Thus, not only does
data fusion eliminate noise but it also helps to over-
come ambiguity problems in the qualitative models .
In the remainder of this paper, we develop efficient

methods for filtering noise in systems employing qual-
itative representations.

3 THE QUALITATIVE FILTER

Figure 4: Hypothetical function f relating two
variables x and y.

Unlike quantitative model-based estimation systems
where parameter point estimates are inter-related us-
ing precise quantitative models, no such precision ex-
ists within the qualitative approach . Consider the way
in which estimates i and y for two variables x and y
are combined using the Kalman filter (see Figure 4) .
A function f (i .e . process or observation model) trans-
forms i into the y-space and the point estimates f(i)
and y are combined by weighted averaging . When f
is not known precisely we no longer have the requisite

Qmag(tan0) Qdir(R) Qdir(O) , Qmag(r) Surface Type
+ + + - convex
+ + - +/- concave/convex
+ - + +/- concave/convex
+ - - - convex
- + + +/- concave/convex
- + - - convex
- - + - convex
- - - +/- concave/convex

+/0/- +/- 0 0 plane

Qmag( r+R ) Qmag(~) Qmag( ;:) Surface Type
+ + + convex
0 + 0 plane
- + - close-concave
+ - - far-concave



point estimates and the best we can say about f(i) is
that it must take some value between Yo and Y1 .
In our approach to estimation using qualitative mod-

els we transform our point estimate i into aDempster-
Shafer mass estimate for the region (Xo, XI). This
mass value is then assigned to the region (Yo, Y1) ac-
cording to our imprecise description of f (that any
point in the region (Xo, X1 ) maps into (Yo, Y1)) and
fused with mass estimates generated by y using the
Dempster rule of combination. Uncertainty in the po-
sition of the true state within the quantity-space is
represented as a variance measure of the mass func-
tion . This approach to filtering is explained in detail
in the remainder of this section.

3.1 Notation
At this point, we must introduce the concepts used in
the theory developed in later sections .
The true state x of the system is a vector x =<

xo, . . . , x� > in which the parameter Wi takes the
quantitative value xi .
A qualitative value is an interval of the reals . A state
Q of a set of parameters {W} is a vector of qualitative
values Q =< qo, . . . , qn >, in which the parameter Wi
takes the qualitative value qi . The quantity space of a
parameter is the set of possible qualitative values the
parameter can take .
A Finite State Machine (FSM) takes the role of the

process and observation models of the Kalman filter
and describes the allowable evolutions of a system . s A
finite state machine has an associated set T C_ S x S
where S is the set of states . Thus, (Qi, Q.i) E T iff
there exists a single-step transition of the FSM from
Qi to Qj . The set of successor states R(Q) from any
state Q is defined :

R(Q) = {Q'I (Q, Q') E T} .

A basic path in the FSM is a sequence of states
Qo, Q1, . . . , Q,.-,,Q,,, such that Vi E 0, . . . , m -
1 . (Qi, Qi+i) E T. A compound path which ends at
Q�, is the union of basic paths, each of which end at
Q�, . A path (denoted p) is either a basic path or a
compound path .
A single observation is denoted zi and a set of t + 1

observations indexed a to a + t inclusive is denoted
za+t . The set of observations za+t may include ob-
servations from different sensors. A set of t + 1 ob-
servations from a single sensor indexed i is denoted

(i,a+t]
z[i .a]
The mass assigned to a state Q by the set of t + 1

observations zo along path p ending at Q is denoted
mo(QIzo)-
The operator E is the expectation over observation

ensembles zo .
3The FSM is generated from qualitative constraints (conlu-

ences in the QR literature) by, for example, QSIM (13] .
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3.2

	

The P-Norm Estimator Framework
We advocate a weighted information, independent
opinion pool paradigm to data fusion [4]. We shall ex=
tend the approach to dependent (correlated) informs:
tion in Section 3.4 .
The total evidence assigned to state Q due to the ob-

servation set zo is the sum over the evidence offered by .
each alternative path leading to Q. The evidence as-
signed to each path is reinforced by each observation.
We introduce a general class of estimators with free
parameters which assign weights to paths (i .e . para-
meter p > 0) and individual observations (i .e . para-
meters Ki > 0) . a For any state Q and all paths p
which end at Q the p-norm estimate m(QJzo) assigned
to Q due to observations zo is :

M(Qlzt) = k ~E
t
MKip

°

G i-0

'
(Qlzi)l

where k is a normalisation constant so that

[EQ mp(QIzo), ° = 1. Bayesian methods and the De-
mpster rule of combination belong to the set of 1-norm
estimators . If for some state Q, limt,,,,, m(Qlzo) = 1,
then m is said to have converged to Q. If m(Qlzo) con-
verges then, it must do so to a state Q which contains
the true state x otherwise the estimator is deemed to
be biased.
We will now justify the introduction of the p weights

as we derive a sufficient condition for unbiasedness
in terms of the expected value of the mass assign-
ment function m(QIz) . Suppose that the mass func-
tion m(Qlzo) is formed by fusing two sets of obser-
vations --o-1 and z;. Evidence assigned by zo-1 and
z; is weighted by K1 and KZ respectively. For two
sets of compound paths through the state network,
p E Qpaths, and p' E Q'paths such that each mem-
ber of Qpaths ends at state Q and each member of
Q'paths ends at Q', the class of weighted, p-norm es-
timators satisfies:

'm(QIzo)
m(Q'lzo)

~ i
[`P EQPatha(m'P(QIzO-1)K'm'P('tilZa)x2]P,

P

[uWE4'Pafhs(mP(Q'IZ0
_ 1)Klmp,(v'I z.1, )K4JP

maxP(mP (Qlzo- ')K, M.'(Qlz~I)"']

( Bp maxp'[mP , ( Q'Izo-1 )K'mp, (Q' Iza)KZ~
1_

	

maxP, mP, (Qizo-1
)

	

xl

~

	

(
maxpz maz(QIza)

Ba Cm~pl ntpi(Q'Izo-1)

	

maxp~ mp1(Q'I z~)

where P _ Pi U Pa and p' = fai U p2 . The number of
paths in the FSM which lead to Q' is B > 1 .

4The weights p and K; must be positive so that the evidence
is assigned to the estimate with appropriate polarity.

W



We now consider the fusion of ensembles of obser-
vations from N experiments repeated under the same
deterministic conditions, each of which yields t + 1
observations . For two states Q and Q' within the
quantity-space for X such that Q (1 Q' = 0 and x E Q
and for observations indexed a to b the likelihood ratio
F(Q, Q', a, b, N) is defined to be :

N-i

F(Q, Q', a, b, N) = log

	

11
=o

By Equation (3), F satisfies :

F(Q, Q', 0, t, N)

	

>

	

KI F(Q, Q', 0, t - s, N) +

In the limit N -+ oc we obtain :

maxpmp(QI(za)i)
max., mp'(Q'I(za)i)

K2F(Q, Q', s, t, N) - ~%pB

nl'm F(Q, Q', 0, t, N)

	

>

	

Nmo [b i F(Q, Q', 0, t - s, N)

+K2F(Q, Q', s, t, N)l
-B lim Np N~oo

and by the strong law of large numbers [9] we have :

l im

	

F(Q,Q' , 0, t, N) =a.e . E(F(Q, Q ' , 0, t, 1))

	

li

	

N.

	

(4)

Therefore, if we assume that Kl and K2 are determ-
inistic, we have :

E(F(Q, Q', 0 . t,1))

	

>a., .

	

KiE(F(Q, Q', 0, s - 1,1))
+K2E(F(Q, Q', s, t,1))
_B

	

(5)
P

The estimate m(Qlzo) is biased only if x E Q and the
mass converges to some other state Q' say. That is :

3Q' .

	

lim

	

F(Q, Q', 0, t, N) = -oo.
N~oo

By Equation (4), a sufficient condition to prevent a
biased estimate is for E(F(Q, Q', 0, t,1)) > 0 . If we
now assign p -+ oo then Equation (5) is independent of
B and we can see, by Equation (5), that sufficient con-
ditions for an unbiased estimate are E(F(Q, Q', 0, s -
1,1)) > 0 and E(F(Q, Q', s, t,1)) _> 0 .

	

We may use
Equation (5) to recursively reduce the size of the ob-
servation sets to single observations. This leads us to
the following theorem. For the class of oo-norm estim-
ators (i .e . p -i co), if p and p' are paths which end
at Q and Q' respectively then an estimate m(Qlzj ) is
unbiased if for observation j :

SQ : x E Q, 60 . VQ', P . E Clog 'np(QIzi)

	

>_ 0.
mp'(Q Iza)

We will assume the limit case p -4 oo for the re-
mainder of this paper. This is the oo-norm formalism.
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Mass Assignment Functions
We initially obtain a general unbiased estimator for
binary quantity-spaces {Q, -,Q) and then build estim-
ators for N region spaces from this . For a landmark 1
separating the decision regions Q and -Q, the follow-
ing mass assignment function is an estimator for the
mean of an arbitrary pdf f(zlx) [18] :

mmean(QIZ) =
i exp(-IZ - ti)

zEQ
b z E _Q.

and the following is the mass assignment function for
the median of an arbitrary pdf:

mmed(QIZ) =

	

1

	

e--* z E Q

	

(7)
a b zE-Q

where the constant a satisfies a < 1.
One immediate conclusion is that the mean estim-

ator log likelihood ratio log mT " (QIz' )- between bin-( Qlzo)
ary states Q and -Q converges, on average, more
slowly the closer x is to the landmark l. The choice
of Ki in Equation (2) is therefore crucial to the con-
vergence rate of the estimator and in Section 3.4, we
describe the form for Ki which maintains the most
certain estimates.

Y frames
B

8 frame

	

IQ °1QILQ2
I
1 Q3

Figure 5 : The three binary frames of discern-
ment T corresponding to the four region re-
fined frame O.

To extend our estimation framework from binary
quantity-spaces to N region spaces, we show that fil-
tering in a quantity-space comprising N-1 landmarks
can be formulated as the conjunction of N - 1 binary
decision problems, each comprising a single landmark .
We use the notion of coarse frames of discernment
from the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence [21) . A
coarse frame of discernment T comprises propositions
which are supersets of propositions in O (O is sub-
sequently called a refined frame) . For each member
v E T the refining operator U)r : 2r -4 2e gives the
subset wr(v) of O consisting of those possibilities into
which v can be split .



Each of the N - 1 coarse frame mass assignments
MT(QTIZ) obtained from an observation using Equa-
tion (6) or (7) can be seen as a source of informa-
tion pertaining to the true state of the system and
the true state must have common consensus for all
sources. Therefore, the likelihood of x belonging to
a state in 8 is represented by the conjunction of the
N - 1 coarse frame mass distributions. To illustrate,
the three coarse frames in Figure 5 denoted A, B, and
C are coarsenings of the underlying frame of discern-
ment 8= {Qo, Q1, Q2, Q3} such that:

Since, for any individual binary coarse frame v C
T [21] :

	

-

Me(wT (v)) = MT (V)

	

(8)

we have the following refined frame assignments from
the mass assigned to the coarse frames by consensus:

me({QO})
me({Q1})
me({Q2})
-9({Q3})

k-A({A})MBQB})mc({C))
k-A({-A})MB({B})mcQC})
k-A({-A})MB({-B})mc({C})
k-A({-A})-B ({-B})mcQ-C})

where k is a normalisation factor . Normalising by the
mass assigned to the central state me ({Q1}), say, we
obtain :

Me QQO}) _ m.A({A})

	

rne({Q2})

	

MBQ-B))
Me ({Q1})

	

rnA({-A})'

	

me({Q1})

	

MB({B})

and:

m.e({Q3}) - MB({-B}) mc({-C})
mE)({Q1}) MB({B}) m.c({C})

In general, we have, for singleton states Q and Q' in
8 :

me(Qlz) _

	

mT(~T QQ1)IZ)

	

(9)log
m,e(Q'J=) -

	

T log MT (~T1({Q'})1z)

We next combine the oo-norm filtering formalism de-
veloped so far with the Dempster-Shafer Theory of
Evidence to produce the Qualitative filter . A straight
forward interface is not possible as we seek the max-
imum mass assignment according to the oo-norm inde-
pendent opinion pool formalism developed in the pre-
vious section. To address this problem, we develop the
oo-norm Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidential Reas-
oning.
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Figure 6: The Qualitative Filter Cycle. The
state mass estimate is propagated to successor
states X. Mass m(Olzt+1) assigned by a new
observation in quantity space 0 is transferred
to the state quantity space and fused with
m(XIzo) .

3 .3

	

The oo-norm Filter Cycle
In accordance with most quantitative filters, the Qual-
itative filter consists of a prediction stage and an up-
date stage: states are inferred and assigned mass dur-
ing the prediction stage. Mass estimates from new ob-
servations are transferred using the observation trans-
fer function (i .e . FSM) and fused with the predicted
state mass values in the update stage using the oo-
norm Dempster rule of combination . Conceptually,
the p-norm generalisation of the Dempster-Shafer the-
ory is no different to the original Dempster-Shafer the-
ory. The p-norm formalism generates an infinite class
of theories of which the Dempster-Shafer theory is a
special case . For any mass assignment function m on
the frame of discernment 8, we have (18] :

VA C 8

	

mp(A)

	

>

	

0

MP (0)

	

=

	

0
1
D

[ 1: mp(A)pl
ACE)

with the following belief and plausibility functions:

D

Belp (A) _

	

mp(B)p

	

Plp (A) _

	

mp(B)p
IBCA

	

[BnA ;60
and the following Dempster Rule of Combination:

mp(Alz, , zy) = k [

	

E

	

mxp(h lz2)pmyp(Yl zy)p,

n
.

A=XnY

As can be seen, the original Dempster-Shafer theory
corresponds to p = 1 . In the limit p -4 oo the Demp-
ster combination rule is an oo-norm information pool,

WA({A}) = {Qo} -A({-A}) = IQ1,Q2,Q3}
U'B({B)) = {Qo,QI} WB({-B}) = IQ2,Q3}
UJc({C)) = {Qo, Q1, Q2} WC({-C}) = {Q3} .



a requirement from Section 3 .2 . Thus, the oo-norm
Dempster-Shafer theory is appropriate for our needs:

VA C 6

	

m,,, (A) > 0

	

Bel,,.(A) = maxm,,.(B)
BCA

m~(0) = 0

	

P1(A) = Bmaaxxem,,(B)

maxm ..) (A) = 1 .
ACA

with the following rule of combination:

moo(AIz=,z,) = k max mx,,,,(XIz=)my.(1'Izv) .A-Xny

In the 1-norm formalism all evidence pointing towards
a proposition contributes to the belief in that proposi-
tion whereas, in the oo-norm formalism only the least
corrigible evidence contributes.
The update stage of the filtering cycle is captured

by the oc-norm Dempster rule of combination. For
the prediction stage of the cycle the observation and
process model transfer functions can be clearly seen
to obey, for some possible future state X:

m(,i lZo)

	

XmQ) m(Qlzo)

where R(Q) are the successor states of Q. Figure 6
depicts the filter cycle diagrammatically.
In the next section we describe how, given a finite

set of observations, we can identify the quantity-space
region which contains the true state.

3.4

	

Meta-Reasoning and the Decision Rule
Confidence measures in the log likelihood ratio are
required to indicate when a rational decision can be
made . As described in Section 3 .2, we can decide x E
Q for a finite set of observations whenever :

3Q : x E Q, p - VQ
,

, K' . E Clog m
'ma

c(Qlzo) ) >_ 0.

	

(10)
' (Q Izo)

In quantitative data fusion systems, covariance is a
natural measure of confidence and, analogously, we
can estimate the expected value in Equation (10) from
the empirically determined log m° (QIz') and the vari-mp' (Q , I zo)
ance of this value. If we choose to make'the decision
x E Q when [18] :

VQ' # Q, P, . log mp(Qlzo)

	

> G

	

Var

	

log -P(Qlzo)

	

(11)
MP, (Q Izo)

	

(

	

M" , (Q Izo)

then, we can show using Chebyshov's inequality that :

Pr / E Clog mP(Qlzo) ) > 0) >_ 1 - 1

	

(12)
M,., (Q Izo)

	

G2

We note that the variance the log likelihood ratio
in Equation (11) is Lagrangian (as opposed to Eu-
lerian) in the sense that it measures the variance of
mass assigned to a state by a particular path and not
the variance of the actual mass assigned to the state
which is the maximum mass of all paths leading to
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the state. A minimum value for Var (lo

	

(QW) )g ^tc,(Q'IZO)
can be obtained by frugally combining the mass as-
signment functions as we will now see.

It turns out that the covariance of the log likelihood
ratio for two observations z 1 and Z2 for binary coarse
frames is directly related to the covariance of the ob-
servations themselves . For amean estimator we have :

Cov Clog mmean(QIZ1) ,log mmean(QIZ2)) ) =Cov(zl,z2) .
'meaan(-QIzl) meaan(-QIz2

and for our median estimator we have :

Cov Clog mmed(QIZI)
'
log mmed(QIZ2)

	

< (log a)2 .
mined(-Q1Z1)mined(-QIZ2)

The variance of the log likelihood ratio in the refined
frame O can be obtained using Equation (9) . For two
regions Qi and Qi+� in the refined frame O (see Fig-
ure 5) we have :

me(Q:lz)

	

mr(Qlz)Var (lOg
me(Qi+nlZ)) = nVar Clog

mr(-Qlz)
) . (14)

Before continuing to derive a recursive expression for
L'ar (log and (Q,fzu) ) we introduce

Afo = log MP(QI"o)
mc'(Q'Izo)

A1101-'

	

log MPQlz-)
mw (Q'Izo 1 )

Aft

	

m (Qlzt)t __log
md(Q'1Zt)

and:

some notation:

C =Cov

	

to

	

MP(Qlzo
1)

	

MP(QIzt)
g mP (Q'Izo_,)'log

M." (Q'I=t)) .

(~o)mmse=W2
(VtVo -1 -C2)(Vt+S2Va-1 -2CS)

(15)(SVo-1 + V - C[i + 5])2

(13)

V t =Var tog MP(Qlzo)
MP' (Q'Izo))

V11-1 = Var Clog MP(QIzt-1 ) )
MP'(Q'lzo 1 )

Vt = Var log MP(Qlzt)
MP' (Q' Izt) )

By Equation (11), we make a decision whenever
our decision metric D =

	

-~ satisfies D < 1 forCMo)

	

-
some gate G. As we noted in Section 3.2, the rate
of convergence of our estimates decreases the closer
the true state is to the landmark and so it is im-
portant to maintain minimal uncertainty in our es-
timate if an early decision is to be made . NVe can
use the flexibility of our observation weights K1 and
K2 in Equation (2) for two observation sets to tune
the decision rate of our filter . We assign, without
loss of generality, K1 = W - K and K2 = K with
W >_ K >_ 0 so that Mot = (W - K)Nfo-1 + KMt .
Unfortunately, the value of K corresponding to the
critical (minimum) value of our decision metric D
is stochastic which violates the conditions for Equa-
tion (5) . Alternatively, we can maximise (E())' and

obtain K = W

	

, sV°-7-C

	

where the zero-noiseSVo +V,-C[1+S]
decision strength S between observation zi and obser-
vations zo 1 is defined to be S =

EEC
. Thus, we

have [18] :



and:

(M0t)m

	

WSMe V,-1 + M,-%- C[Mt + SMo-1]
.(16)=

SVo -1 +Vt -C[1+S]

Thus, analogous to the Kalman filter, evidence is
weighted inversely to its variance (i .e . consider S = 1
and C = 0) . The zero-noise decision strength S re-
flects the fact that observations of a true state lying
further from a landmark produce a faster converging
estimate and, therefore, should have more weight . The
filter is optimal when S = EIMa--) but since the ex-

pected values of the masses are not known apriori,
obtaining optimal values for S is problematic. This is
an area of ongoing research .
We shall now see how the MMSE Qualitative filter

can be extended to stochastic process models .

3 .5

	

Estimators for Stochastic Processes
For many physical systems, it is desirable to associ-
ate stochastic components with the process and ob-
servation models themselves [2] . This can arise in
situations when a complete qualitative deterministic
model is unavailable. We demonstrate how the qual-
itative estimator can be generalised to accommodate
stochastic models .
We may cater for stochastic mass propagation by in-

troducing a random mass drift a into the mass ratio

update stage of the filter cycle. If~ representsnn (Q, I
the deterministic mass assignment for a given obser-
vation sequence, and we assume that the drift of the
true state x is uncorrelated over time, then we can
write, for the actual mass assignment 'IQl I-- , )

m(Q, t)

m(Qlzo) -_ rn*(Qlzo)
OW, Q')

m(Q'lzo) MO(Q'lzo)

where the logarithmic drift loga is assumed to have
zero mean . a > 1 represents a drift towards or deeper
into region Q and a < 1 represents a drift towards or
deeper into region Q' .
We will now see how stochastic mass assignment can

model the underlying physical stochastic system . The
log likelihood ratio log ml(Q')describes the mass as-
signed by t + 1 observations under conditions of zero
observation noise and indicates the progress of the
stochastically driven true state x. It is this value
which we aim to estimate . We have :

log
n1(Qlxo)

	

K) (log m(
Q

lxo

	

) +loga 1
m(Q Ixo)

	

m(Q Ixo 1

+K log m(Qixt) l

	

(18)
( -(Q'Ixt)/

Maintaining a value for log ~(Ql~Z~ is problematic
since a is not known. However, we can show, by in-
duction, that llio = log -(Q~ is an unbiased estim-

ate for log mll

	

.

	

In the following we adopt the
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notation of Section 3.4, and introduce:

We assume that the estimate is unbiased at time t -1
so that :

E (Mot- ' - log m(Q1xo 1 ) l - 0.
m(Q'lxo 1 )/

If we

	

choose

	

m(Ql z)

	

to

	

be

	

the

	

mean

	

estim-
ator

	

mmean

	

then,

	

since

	

E(log a)

	

=

	

0

	

and

E (IOg

	

(Qlzs) - log m(Qlx') ) = 0 then, by Equa-(Qlzs) -(-Qlxi)
tion (18) :

E ~Afo - log m(Qlxo)
m(Q lxo)

E

E = Var(logor).

	

(19)

=

	

(1-K)E (Mo-1

Hence, MO' is an unbiased estimate for log ml(Ql~ ' )
If we assume further that a is uncorrelated with all
other noise terms then the variance of the estimated
value about the true log likelihood ratio is :

E

	

Mot - log m(Qlxo) l 2
'm(Q'Ix0

	

)

m(Qlxo1 )- log
m(Qt

lxo
1) -log a

E([(1 - K)
(Afol-I

- log m(Qlxo 1) - lo am(Q,Ixt0-1) g

+K to M(Qlzt) -log m(Qlxt) l 2
(

	

g m(Q'Iz t)

	

m(Q'Ixt) l
+2K(1 - K)C

(1 - K)2Var (MOI-I -log m(Qlxo
t-1)

l
M(Q'Ixo 1 )l

+(1 - K)2S +K2V + 2K(1 - K)C.

Thus, we can obtain an estimator for stochastic pro-
cesses by replacing the update variance Vo -1 with
~0
-1
+E in Equations (15) and (16) .

To determine a numeric value for E, we use Equa-
tion (6) to obtain:

E

	

log ,n(Qlx)

	

_ tog m* (Qlx)

	

2

( I

	

m(-Qlx)

	

m'(-Qlx)

E ([x - l - (x' - l)]2)

E ([x _ x.]2)
where x' represents the noise-free value of the true-
state and x is the true-state subject to a random vari-
able conditioned on x' . Thus, E is the drift variance of
the true-state x which can be determined empirically.

4 The Robot Sensing Domain Revis-
ited

Returning to the sensing domain introduced in Sec-
tion 2, we implement a MMSE mean estimator as a



Figure 7: Laser range data and sonar range data and gyroscope data for a convex surface.
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Figure 8: Quantity-spaces for robot navigation
domain. L+ and S+ denote large positive and
small positive values respectively.

Dempster-Shafer network and demonstrate this with
an application in the domain of mobile robot feature
recognition which was described in Section 2.
A network methodology provides a way Qf breaking

the evidence that bears on a large problem into smal-
ler items of evidence that bear on smaller parts of the
problem so that these smaller problems can be dealt
with one at a time . As such, this has applications
in multi-sensor fusion when the problem state is too
large to maintain, or when information is not available
to maintain a complete state model or when decent-
ralised (i .e . sensor parallel) computations are more
appropriate in tasks which allow localisation of effort .
The basic idea of local computation for propagating
probabilities is due to Judea Pearl. Shenoy [22] ex-
tends this idea to belief functions in Belief Networks .
In this section, we show that the Qualitative filter can
be implemented as a belief network, thus demonstrat-
ing its applicability to large systems.

In the following experiment data from sparsely cal-
ibrated sensors is used to determine the curvature of
some feature in the environment using the qualitative
models described in Section 2. The calibrated read-
ings (i .e . the landmarks) and the quantity-spaces for
this domain are shown in Figure 8 5 and the belief
network is shown in Figure 9 (information flow is in
the directions indicated) . Estimates for Qdir(O) and
Qmag(Rtan0) are maintained using the MMSE mean
estimator (Equations (15) and (16)).
Initially, the sonar mass estimates for

Qmag(R tan B) are propagated to the R+r node
and combined with the estimate for Qdir(O) from the
gyroscope thus:

(A) =

	

Max

	

{m ~ (B)mptane(C)} .Qmult(A,B)=Qminus(B)

The sonar+gyroscope estimate for Qmag( R ) and

the laser curvature estimate Qmag( e~) are then
passed to the r node which fuses them according to
Table 2 in Section 2.
The data obtained from the sensors, while observing

a convex surface, is shown in Figure 7. The following
observation errors (standard deviations) were assumed
for the sonar sensor and gyroscope: 0.01 metres for R,
0.02 rads for 0 and 0.1 rads for SO . Figure 10 shows the
second standard deviation limits for the expected log
likelihood for the various curvature types discerned
by the sonar+gyroscope combination . The decision
that the surface is convex or far-concave can be made
with 75% confidence after 3 observations have been
received from each sensor at which point the following

Sln order to filter to landmark values, each landmark is
"blurred" and represented as a narrow interval on the real line
(e .g . Qmag(X) = 0 => X E (-0.01,0.01)) .



Figure 9 : Robot domain belief network .
SONAR node indicates direction of robot mo-
tion (velocity v = -~oR e ) . The GYROSCOPE
node output combined with the SONAR node
output gives m(Qmag(+R)H .

mass values were obtained for Qmag( r+R ) .

tog

tog

Qmag(E(li - l2))

	

> 0
~ <0

To determine surface curvature from the laser data
we identify two subsets of data points Sl and S2,
(shown as shaded regions in Figure 7) such that the
data in S1 have greater range values that those in S2 .
We then evaluate the mean bearing distance l between
points within the same section and the variance of this
distance . 'We can then determine the curvature from
E(l i - l2) :

4=*- Qmag(8) = +
4~ Qmag(a-ZRZ) =-.

We assume that the laser sensor range information
is accurate to 0.05m and the bearing inaccuracy is
comparatively negligible [6] . Thus, from a single scan,
the following estimates for Qmag( 882 ) were obtained
from the laser sensor data:

log M1 (Iclose-concave, convex, planar})
g mj({far-concave})

m".2 ({+})
=

	

log

	

=0.35 t0.05.
m e

	

({-))

Combining laser and sonar estimates using the De-
mpster rule we obtain the equations shown at the top
of the next page from which the surface is correctly
inferred to be convex.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of data
fusion and parameter estimation in systems which
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Figure 10: Mass assigned to curvature hypo-
thesis by sonar sensor and gyroscope .

use qualitative models. We maintain that the more
sensors available the better the estimate both for over-
coming qualitative model ambiguity and for filtering
noise in the data. We have developed a minimum-
mean-square-error decision framework and we have
explored four levels of (meta-) reasoning about uncer-
tainty in this framework : the transformation of obser-
vation to mass via the mass assignment function, the
uncertainty (variance) in this mass due to the random
nature of the observations, the relationship of variance
to mass for decision purposes and lower bounds on the
reliability of the decision by Chebyshov's inequality .
We contrast our approach with the usual approach

to noisy information in the QR literature [8] . In these
methods the uncertainty in an observation is captured
by an interval within the domain representation and
correspondence (i .e . fusion) is the result of the in-
tersection of intervals . Two problems exist with this
approach : firstly, the extra imprecision can cause the
interval constraining the true state to increase rapidly
and information is lost ; secondly, systems which assign
large intervals to noisy data can be slow to converge
(and may not converge at all) and those which assign
too small an interval can rapidly become inconsistent
when intervals do not overlap . In our approach, the
intervals reflect imprecision in the models only and
therefore, maintain a tight estimate of state. Further,
our estimates converge even if initial large noise es-
timates are chosen .
Our methods avoid the often cited problem that the

result of combining two dependent belief functions us-
ing Dempster's rule is not consistent with probability
theory [15,17] . Our approach does not rely on an in-
terpretation of the mass values in terms of probability
theory but it operates with state preference orderings
and a variance driven decision method . Dependencies
between mass functions, which indicate uncertainty in
the preference ordering, are represented explicitly in
our system by their covariances .

FSM : vd)
pwpv~-

(~IiARy . (jdinRl-0 lp~nRl -

(1m~,RYfsn-IniiW V^Wl9FLdi ~ tany~}.IsR+s

FSM : v~

FSM :-
Qnwg(Vl .~L OnuB<Vl

QAv(RMI (~tiARf ..

O~naPB bLefi-fmnt~ Qme69 !~ l 15 (MugyRLeft-reu
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Our framework supports mixed estimator type fu-
sion and can be used in situations when the mean
of one sensor output corresponds with the median of
the output from a different sensor . Our framework is
also amenable to network implementation and this has
been demonstrated in the robot sensor fusion domain .
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